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Canadian Commercial Credit Increases  

Shifting Economy Positions for Growth 
 

 

 (Toronto, CANADA—January 17, 2017) — PayNet, the premier provider of credit assessments on private 
companies, reports the PayNet Canadian Small Business Lending Index (CSBLI) increased 3% to 119.9 in 
November 2016 from 116.5 in October 2016. Compared to the same month one year ago, the CSBLI is down 9%. 
The Index has been down year-over-year for 12 straight months after 12 consecutive months of increases. 
 
Expanding sectors of the Canadian economy are found in Manufacturing (+5%) and Retailers (+4%) year-over-
year growth. Absent these sectors, the CSBLI would have fallen even further in November.  
 

Sectors driving the overall decrease are Transportation and Accommodation & Food Service businesses declining 
21% and 22%, respectively, compared to one year ago. 

 

The shifting economy continues to be the theme as commodities sectors and regions stabilize and the 

manufacturing and consumer sectors expand. 

 “While small and medium sized business investment remains in contraction mode, they stand poised for growth 

as credit quality remains relatively high,” states William Phelan, president of PayNet.  

The PayNet Canadian Small Business Delinquency Index (CSBDI) 31-180 days past due decreased 2 bps from 

1.11% in October 2016 to 1.09% in November 2016.  However, compared to one year ago the delinquency rate 

is up 17 bps.   While most industry sectors experienced a modest decline in delinquency, Wholesale increased 6 

bps and Professional Services increased 13 bps compared to October.  

“Rising loan delinquencies and interest rates translate into a slight increase in the forecast for business defaults 

to around 2.4% for 2017,” according to Mr. Phelan. 
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About 

PayNet, Inc. Canada is the premier provider of risk management tools and market insight to the commercial 
credit industry, collecting real-time loan information from leading Canadian lenders and turning it into 
actionable intelligence. The company's proprietary database -- updated weekly -- is a growing collection of 
commercial loans and leases, worth over $77 billion.  Using state-of-the-art analytics, PayNet converts raw data 
into real-time market intelligence and predictive information that subscribing lenders use to manage risk, lower 
operating costs, originate more loans and improve their business strategy. For more information visit 
paynetonline.ca and sbinsights.ca. 
 


